
 

 

 

Styl-Comp Group passion and experience 

is a world wide unique synergy between 3 highly specialized companies in custom precast concrete architectural 
and structural elements, we engineer, produce and erect. Since nearly 50 years the Group follows up designers 
and general contractors for the development and construction of their buildings and transfers experience and 
passion to the optimized architectural lead track.  

Following 2011 Mutated Panels,designed by RM&P with hyperbolic panels, another concrete installation example 
of our capabilities in building with designer and clients. Again as co-sponsor of this intriguing installation, 
enTREEpic by Nemesi and Partners, side by side with Italcementi Group and pro-active in expanding the potential 
of concrete. That’s why the Group has been selected for the complex façade construction of the amazing and 
branched surfaces of the Italian Pavillion at EXPO 2015, by suggesting unique engineering, production and 
construction solution.  

Styl-Comp Group strength is achieved through the mutual and flourishing exchange between the following 
ccompanies, who follow the Group mission:skilled construction of client and designer ambitions blending 
technology and aesthetics. 

Styl-Comp  smart precast concrete 

is the architectural and structural concrete precaster. Famous for several innovative patented 
technologies, has reached the top of the global precast market for the customized accuracy and 
finishing variety with MOLTEN STONE. 

B.S.Italia innovative steel connections 

is the global innovator of connection, lifting and supporting systems for precast concrete 
elements: engineered, patented, adjustable, simple and competitive solutions that guarantee a 
precise, safe and quick installation. 

Techne enhanced molds & accessories 

is dedicated to develop and produce special steel connections and molds of different materials, 
to give architectural and structural elements the correct shape and requested finishing. 

 

Styl-Comp Group promotes also precast art through the magazine ELITE and supports university R&D.  
The Group had and still has the pleasure to work with many world wide well known architects and young emerging 
professionals as well, and delivers practical ideas for the international and environmental friendly building market. 

 

 

 


